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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper studies the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the forced nonlinear neutral 
differential equation with impulses 
Ix(t) - px( t  - T)]' + f i  q i ( t ) f (x ( t  - a i ) )  = h(t) ,  t # tk~ 
i=1 
(t~) -x(tk) = bk<tk), k ~ Z+ x 
Our results improve and generalize some recent results obtained in [1]. @ 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMIN IAR IES  
It is now being recognized that the theory of impulsive differential equations i not only richer than 
the corresponding theory of differential equations but also represents a more natural framework 
for mathematical modeling of many real world phenomena [2]. The number of publications 
dedicated to its investigation has grown constantly in recent years and a well-developed theory 
has taken in shape. See monographs [2,3] and references therein. However, the theory of impulsive 
functional differential equations has been less developed due to numerous theoretical nd technical 
difficulties caused by their peculiarities. There are a few publications on qualitative theory. 
In particular, oscillation and asymptotic behavior of solutions of some class impulsive delay 
differential equations have been studied by several authors (see [3-6]). 
In this paper, we study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of a nonlinear neutral delay 
differential equation with impulses and forced terms of the form 
Ix(t) - px( t  - T)]' + f i  q i ( t ) f (x ( t  - ai)) = h(t) ,  t .~ tk, (1.1) 
i=1 
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z +) - x(tk) = bkx(t ), k e Z+,  (1.2) 
where Z + denotes the set of all positive integers, p E R, qi, h E C([0, oo),R),  i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n, 
f E C(R,R) ,  T > O, 0 < al < a2 < ... < ~r~, 0 < tk < tk+l, with limk--.ootk ----- c~, and 
bk, k ---- 1, 2 . . . .  , are constants. 
When f (x)  --- x, p = 0, and h(t) - O, equations (1.1) and (1.2) become 
n 
x'(t) + E qi(t)x(t - hi) = O, t ~ tk, (1.3) 
i=1  
x (t +) - x(tk) = bkx(tk), k = 1, 2, . . . .  (1.4) 
Equations (1.3) and (1.4) were studied recently by Zhao and Yan [1] and one of their main results 
is the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Assume that 
oo 
b2 < (1.5) 
k=l 
and there exist positive constants A, B, a, and r E [0, an] such that the following conditions are 
satisfied for sufficiently large t: 
Iq~(t)[ < A, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (1.6) 
and 
n 
E qi(t + hi) > B, (1.7) 
i=1  
t--al ft~--r E q ; (s+a i )ds+ E q+(s+a i )ds<a<l ,  (1.8) 
a i<r  Jt--r a i :>r  cri 
where b + = maX{bk,0}, q+(s) = max{q,(s),O}, and q~-(s) = max{-q , (s ) ,0} .  Then every 
nonoscillatory solution of (1.3) and (1.4) tends to zero as t ~ oo. 
In this paper, we establish several results on the asymptotic behavior of solutions of equa- 
tions (1.1) and (1.2), some special cases of which improve and generalize Theorem A. 
Let p = max{T, an} and PC~ denote the set of functions ¢ : [a - p, a] ~ R which is continuous 
in [a -p ,  a] except at the points t'ks where it has discontinuities of the first kind and is continuous 
from left. For any a > 0, ¢ E PC~, a function z is said to be a solution of (1.1) and (1.2) satisfying 
the initial value condition 
x(t) = ¢(t), t E [or - p, a], (1.9) 
on the interval [a, c~), if x : [a - p, c~) ---* R satisfies (1.9) and 
(i) for t e (a, oo), t y~ tk, t # tk + T, t # tk + a~, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,k  = 1 ,2 , . . . , x ( t )  -px( t -  T) 
is continuously differentiable and satisfies (1.1); 
(ii) for t E [a, oo), t ¢ tk, k = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,x(t) is continuous and for tk E [a, oo), x(t +) and x(tk) 
exist, x(tk) = x(tk) and satisfies (1.2). 
A solution of (1.1) and (1.2) is called eventually positive (negative) if it is positive (negative) for 
all t sufficiently large, and it is called oscillatory if it is neither eventually positive nor eventually 
negative. Otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory. For the corresponding notions and theory of 
functional differential equations without impulses, see [7.-11]. 
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2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In connection with the nonlinear function f,  the forced function h, the impulsive perturba- 
tions bk, and the impulsive points tk in (1.1) and (1.2), we assume 
(H1) there is a constant M > 0 such that 
If(x)l ~ Mlxl, x e R, x f (x )  > O, x ¢ 0; (2.1) 
(H2) for all t E [0, co), the integration 
~t °° 
H(t) = h(s) ds converges; 
(x) 
(H3) tk - 7 is not impulsive points for all k = 1,2, . . .  and }-'~.k=l b+ < oo, where b + = 
max{bk, 0}. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (H1), (H2), and (H3) hold. Assume that for any c~ > 0 there exists/3 > 0 
such that 
I/(x)l ~ ~, for Ixl ~ ~. (2.2) 
Suppose 
qi(t + ai) >__ 0, q~(s + a~) ds = co, 
i=1  i=1 
and IPl < 1, there exists constant A > 0 such that for sufBciently large t 
(2.3) 
f J 1 - IPl  (2.4) t -~  t-r q+(s +a i )ds  < A < M E q~- (s+a i )ds+ E --~ - - '  
O-i~ f J]~--T o. i> r 
where r E [0, a~], + qi (t) = max(qdt), 0}, q~- (t) = max{-qi(t), 0}. Then every nonoscillatory 
solution of (1.1) and (1.2) tends to zero as t ~ oc. 
PROOF. Choose a positive integer N such that (2.4) holds for t > tN and ~kC~=N b+ < 1-AM--IPl. 
- k 
Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) and (1.2). We will assume that x(t) is eventually 
positive, the case where x(t) is eventually negative is similar and is omitted. Let x(t) > 0 for 
t > tN. Define 
~t t_ r y(t) = x(t) -px( t -  T) -- qi(s + a[) f (x(s) )ds + H(t) - E b+x(tk)" 
i=1  -a~ tN<tk<t 
(2.5) 
Then for t¢ tk ,  tC tk+a i ,  i= l ,2  . . . .  ,n ;k=l ,2 , . . . ,  
y'(t) = - ~ qi(t - r + ai ) f (x( t  - r)), 
i=1  
(2.6) 
and 
y (t +) - y(tk)  = (bk - b +) x(t~) < O, k -- N,  N + 1 , . . . .  (2.7) 
Thus, y(t) is nonincreasing on [tN, oo). Set L = l imt -~ y(t). We claim that L c R. Otherwise, 
L = --o0, then x(t) is unbounded. In fact, if x(t) is bounded, then from (2.5) and Condition (H1) 
we have for some constant C > 0, 
y(t )  > z ( t )  - pz( t  - T) - c 
x q~- (s + ai) ds + E - 
--r eyi> r tN <tk <t 
bL~(tk). 
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Since x(t)  is bounded, it follows, from (H2), (H3), and (2.4), that L > -co.  This is a contradiction 
and so x(t)  is unbounded. We can choose a t* >_ max{tN +a,~,tN + T} such that y(t*) - H(t*)  < 0 
and x(t*) = max{x(t) : tN < t < t*}. Thus we have 
0 > y(t*) - H(t*)  
i* --Crl >_z(t*) - Ip lz( t*) -M ~_, q~-(s+ai)x(s)ds 
Crier --r 
~i 
* --T 
(ri>r --crl tN<tk~t*  
>_x(t*) l - l p I -Ma-~ bk + >0, 
k=N 
which is a contradiction and so L E R. By integrating both sides of (2.6) from tN to t, we have 
qi(s - r + a i ) f (x (s  - r)) ds = - y'(s) ds 
i~ l  N 
= Y (t+) + E [Y ( t+) -Y ( tk ) ] -Y ( t )<y( t+)  -L '  
tN~tk~_t 
(2s) 
which, together with (2.3), implies f (x ( t ) )  E LI([tN, oo), R) and so liminft__.~ f (x ( t ) )  = O. We 
claim that 
liminf x(t) = O. (2.9) 
t ----~OO 
Let {Sin} be such that Sm --* c~ as m --~ co and l imm--,~f(x(Sm)) = 0. We must have 
l iminfm-~oox(Sm) = c = O. In fact, if c > 0, then there is a subsequence {Sink} such that 
x(Smk)  >_ c/2 for k sufficiently large. By (2.2) we have f (X(Smk))  >_ Dc for some ~c > 0 and suf- 
ficiently large k, which yields a contradiction because of l imk_~ f (x (Smk) )  = O. Therefore, (2.9) 
holds. From (2.8), we have 
~o c~ ~ qi(s - r + ai)f(x(s - r)) ds < cx). (2 .10)  
i=1 
Set 
z(t) = y(t) + qi(s + a~)f(x(s)) ds - H(t) + ~ b+X(tk). 
i=1  - -h i  tN<tk<t  
By the preceding proofs, one can see that x(t) is bounded. From (H2), (H3), and (2.10), we have 
that limt--.oo z(t) -- # exists. From (2.5), we have 
z(t) = x(t)  - px(t  - T). (2.11) 
We consider two possible cases. 
CASE 1. 0 < p < 1. From (2.11) one have 
z(t + r)  - z(t) = x(t  + ~-) - (p + 1)x(t) + px(t  - T). (2.12) 
Let {An} be a sequence of points such that 
lim An = co, lim x(An) = 0. (2.13) 
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By replacing t by ),~ in (2.12) and by taking limits one obtain 
l i ra  [x(An + T) ÷ p27()~ n -- T) I  = 0 ,  (2 .14)  
?t ---*oQ 
and so liminfn_,o¢ x(),n - r) = 0, which, together with (2.13), implies that there exists a subse- 
quence {,kn~} of {)~=} such that 
lim X(An~)= lim x(.~nk--T) =0.  
k---+oo k---+ oc 
By replacing t with Ank in (2.11) and by taking limits as k --~ oc we find 
#= lim z ($~)= lira [x()~k)-px(A,~ k - r ) ]  =0.  
k--~oo k--*oc 
Set limsuPt__,~, o x(t) = a. We claim that a = 0. Let {Xn} be a sequence of points such that 
lim Xn=oc ,  lim x(X~) =a.  
n --~O(3 n~OO 
By replacing t with 5, n in (2.12) we have 
(2.15) 
l i ra  [X (~+T)+px(Xn- -T ) ]  =(p+l )a .  (2.16) 
Set 
al = l imsup x (~n + T), 
7%---* OO 
Then a~ <_ a, a2 _< a, and (2.16) implies that 
a~ = l imsup z (X. - T). 
t~---+ O0 
al + pa2 >_ (p + 1)a, 
which yields a, = a2 = a. Thus there exists a subsequence {X-k} of {~,} such that 
lim x(~k-7  ) = lira x(~,~k)=a.  
By replacing t with ~nk in (2.11) and by taking limits as k --~ cxD, we have 0 = # = (1 - p)a. 
Thus, a = 0, which, together with (2.9), yields l imt -~ x(t) = O. 
CASE 2. --1 < p < 0. By using (2.12) and (2.13) and by replacing t by An - T in (2.12) and by 
taking limits we find 
lira [(1 ÷ p)x(An - T) -- px(An -- 2T)] = 0. 
n ---4 (X) 
The results now follow by an argument similar to that in Case 1. The proof is then complete. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that (1.5), (1.8), and (2.3) hold. Then every nonoscillatory solution 
of (1.3) and (1.4) tends to zero as t --* oe. 
REMARK 2.1. We should remark that Corollary 2.1 is a substantial improvement of Theorem A, 
because condition (2.3) is weaker than conditions (1.7), and condition (1.6) is relaxed. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The impulsive differential equation 
2 1 
x'(t) + ~ x(t - 1) - ~ ~(t  - 2) = 0, t # k, 
(~.17) 
(k+)  - ~(k )  = ( -1 )~k-~(k) ,  k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
where t >_ 0, satisfies all the hypotheses of Corollary 2.1. Therefore, every nonoscillatory solution 
of the equation tends to zero as t --* (x). Howew~r, the same conclusion cannot be obtained by 
Theorem A, because condition (1.7) is not satisfied. 
In Theorem 2.1, by taking r = 0 or r = a,,, we have the following. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. 
two conditions holds: 
and 
Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold and (2.2) and (2.3) hold. I f  one of the following 
n--1 ft--c~i 1 --IPl 
. ---if- i=1  dt-crn 
f_* t-Ip___A q+(s + ai)ds <_ A < M ' 
i=1  a,~ 
then every nonoscillatory solution of (1.1) and (1.2) tends to zero as t ~ oc. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (H1) and (H2) hold. Assume that 
oo 
Ibkl < ~,  (2.18) 
k=l  
and there exists positive constant )~ and r E (0, an] such that 
limsup Ql(t) + limsup Q2(t) <_ ~ < 
t--*oo t--+~) 
1-21pl 
M , 
(2.19) 
and 
Ql(t) = Iq,(s + ai)l ds, (2.21) 
i=1  al 
Q2(t) = Jt-~ sgn (r - a,)[qi(s + a,) I ds. (2.22) 
i=1  
Then every oscillatory solution of (1.1) and (1.2) tends to zero as t ~ ~.  
PROOF. Let x(t) be an oscillatory solution of (1.1) and (1.2). We first show that x(t) is 
bounded. Otherwise, x(t) is unbounded which implies that there exists positive integer N such 
that limt--,oo suptN<s< t ]x(s)l = c~ and 
sup [x(s)l = sup Ix(s)[, t > tN +Crn, 
tN WO'n <_s<_t t N <S<t 
Set 
Z°° }bkl < 1 - AM2 - 21pl (2.23) 
k=N 
y(t) = x(t) - px(t - T) -- qi(s + ai ) f (x(s))  ds + H(t) - E b+x(tk)' 
i=l  cri tN<tk<t  
where b + = max{bk, 0}. Then (2.6) holds. For t >_ max{tN + as, tN + 7} we have 
f t - -a l  lY(t)l -> Ix(t)l - IPl Ix( t - 7-)[ - sgn (r - ai)]qi(s + ai)[ If(x(s))] ds 
i=1  J t - - r  
- IH( t ) l -  ~ Ibkx(tk)l 
tN~tk <_t 
_> Iz(t)l - IP[ + MQ2( t )  + ~ Ibkl sup rx(s)p- Ig(t)l, 
k=N tN<_s<_t 
where 
ft 
E qi(t + ai) ~ O, for large t, (2.20) 
i=1  
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and so 
sup ly(s)[ >__ 1 - [p ] -  M sup Q2(s) - E Ibk[ 
tN +a~ <s<t tN +an <s<t k=N (2.24) 
x sup I x (s ) l -  sup Ig(s)l. 
tN <s<t  tN -I-Gn < S < t 
Thus, we have limsupt_. ~ [y(t)[ = oc. From (2.6) and notice that y'(t) is oscillatory, we see that 
there is a ~ >_ max{tN + 2an,tn + a,~ + T} such that [Y(~)I = suPtN+o~<s_<~ ]y(s)[ and y'(~) = O. 
From (2.6) and (2.20), we get x(~ - r) = 0. Integrating both sides of (2.6) from ~ - r to 4, we 
obtain 
y(~) = y(~ - r) - E qi(s - r + a i ) f (x (s  - r)) ds 
- r  i :1  
= -px(~ - r - T) + qi(s + ch)f(x(s))  ds + H(~ - r) 
i=1  J~--2r 
- E bkx(tk) -- qi(s -- r + adf (x (s  -- r)) ds 
tN<_tk<~--r --r i=1  
= -px(~ - r - 7) - qi(s + a i ) f (x (s ) )  ds + H(~ - r) - E bkx(tk), 
i=1  - r -a i  tN~tk(~- - r  
which implies that 
<- (Ipl + MQI(~ - r) Ly(~)I 
From (2.24) and (2.25), we have 
+~_. , Ibk l ]  sup I x (s ) l+ lH(~- r ) l .  (2.25) 
k=N /] tN<_S<( 
-1+2[p  I+M Q l (~- r )+ sup Q2(s) +2 E [bkl 
tN +an <S<~ 
- -  - -  k=N ) ) ,  + ( sup IH(s ) [+ lH(~- r ) l  ( sup Ix(s)l 
\ tN-ban <_s<_~ \tN<sK__( 
Letting ~ -* ec and noting that lim~_~oo sUPts<s<( IX(S)I = OC, we have by (2.19) 
oo 
-1  + 2Lpl + M~ + 2 ~ IbkL >_ 0, 
k=N 
which contradicts (2.23) and so x(t) is bounded. 
Next we will prove that tt = limt--,~ sup Ix(t)l = 0. To this end, we define 
L__(T i 
z(t) = x(t) - px(t - T) + qi(s + Ch)f(x(s)) ds + H(t)  + E bkx(tk). 
i=1  r t~>_t 
Then z(t) is bounded and for sufficiently large t, 
Lz(t)l _> Ix(t)l - Ipl Ix( t - T)I - MQ2(t )  
t--an <s<t 
sup [x(s) l -  IH( t ) l -  ~ Lbkx(tk)l, 
tk>t 
thus by (H2) and (2.18), 
fl = l imsup Iz(t)L >_ (1 - Lpl)~ - M~ limsup Q2(t) 
t--*oo t -~c~ 
=#[1-1p I -M l imsupQ2( t ) ]  
ko .  
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
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On the other hand, we have by (2.26) for t ¢ tk, t ¢ tk + ai, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, 
z'(t) = - ~ q i ( t -  r + a i ) f (x ( t -  r)). 
i=1 
(2.28) 
From this we see that  z'(t) is oscillatory. Hence, there exists a sequence {~m} such that 
limm--.oo ~m = oc, limm-.oo IZ(~m)l = /3, Z'(~m) = 0, and X(~m - r) = 0, m = 1 ,2 , . . . .  Sim- 
ilar to (2.25) we can obtain by (2.26) and (2.28) 
Iz(Sm)l -< [IPl + MQI(~m - r)] sup Ix(s)] + [H(~m - r)[ + E ]bkX(tk)], 
~m-2an~_s<_~,,~ t~>_~,n-r 
which implies by (H2) and (2.18) that 
13 <- # [[Pl + M limsup Ql(t)] 
This, together with (2.27), yields 
Therefore, by (2.19) we have 
#( -1  + 2[p I + MA) _> 0. 
This implies by (2.19) # = 0 and so the proof is complete. 
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